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DF-505 "THE ORIGINAL MAXI" Dent Pulling Welder
Made in the USA, this dent pulling station allows the user to pull hard-to-access dents from unpainted steel body panels. The convenient handle-grip electrode holds a pin that is electrically welded to the surface with a pull of the trigger. Then you simply pull the dent by hand, slide hammer, or leverage bar. Just a quick twist of the handle and the electrode pops off cleanly. This machine can also shrink metal using the same handle grip.
The kit includes 500 stud weld pins, 1 lb. wiggle rod (for long creases), pulling handles, and leverage bar. Specify standard single phase 110VAC or 220VAC. 5 - Year Warranty.

$1599.00

DF-GM MAXI Magnetic Ground Adaptor
Powerful ceramic magnet securely holds the ground cable on the DF-505 “Maxi” unit to any ferrous metal panel (sold individually).

$39.00

DF-509 Storage Stand for DF-505 Dent Pulling Welder
This optional stand raises the Maxi to hip level and provides a convenient place to store all the accessory items.

(Stand Only)

$173.25

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
An IQ Learning Systems Exclusive System!

DF-900-IQ Alu-Spot Aluminum Pulling System

We're proud to introduce this unique aluminum dent pulling system. The Alu-Spot unit and our special tool set and procedures allow dents in aluminum panels to be pulled from the top surface. Unlike other aluminum pulling systems, our process does not require pre-heating the panel to high temperatures when working on new production body panels.

The electrode tack-welds an aluminum alloy stud to the panel surface. The dent can then be easily and quickly pulled with either the T-grip handle or the locking squeeze plier tool. We've included two sizes of wire brushes and a flush-cutting end nipping tool to minimize filing. The complete system includes all the tools you'll need and one bag of 500 aluminum alloy studs. The unit operates on standard 115VAC.

DF-900-P Aluminum Alloy Studs

$75.00 Bag of 500

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
**E-1036 Light Dinging Spoon**

This high-quality tool manufactured by Martin Tools is hand-ground and polished to the perfect shape for body work and balanced for ease of use. Effectively spreads hammer blows. NOT FOR PRYING.

$23.99

**E-31058 Solder Paddles (Set of 6)**

Made of hard rock maple for long service. Use with tallow to prevent solder from sticking and to keep the wood in top condition. Sold in sets of six (6).

$71.94

**E31016 Tallow (not shown) $15.99**

**CC-1 Hem Flange Tool**

This tool is custom made just for us. It is really handy for taking out dings and die marks in the hem flange area.

$70.00

*To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747*
**Bulls-Eye Pick Tools**

A bulls-eye pick tool is ideal for working dents in an open area of a body skin panel. We’ve found that these are the highest quality tools available. Unlike cheaper look-a-likes, these work accurately and hold up well in an industrial environment. Available in three sizes with throat reaches of 15” and 25”.

**MABP15 (15”) .................. $109.95**  
**MABP25 (25”) .................. $119.95**

**14” Metal Finishing Bow Files**

*PFD-14009 (15 TPI)...$39.99 ea  
*PFD-14010 (18 TPI)...$39.99 ea  
*NOTE: Files sold in boxes of five (5)

**H-12371 Wooden File Handle**

This comfortable handle fits all the Metal Finishing Files above and screws securely onto the tang.  
$6.00

**D-2658 File Card & Brush**

This heavy-duty tool has a biased wire brush on one side and stiff bristles on the other to clean files of all types.  
NOTE: Keep tools used for aluminum separate from those used on steel.  
$14.00

*To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747*
**PFD-14014 Paint Peeler File w/Handle**
Have you ever had an up-ding in a restricted area where it’s impossible to use a standard metal finishing file? Here’s the answer. This extremely handy little tool was designed to strip away layers of paint, but we found it works great for places where a long file won’t fit.

$30.29

**PFD-14015 Replacement File (not shown)**
Replacement file for the PFD 14014 Paint Peeler above.

$10.79

**Note:** Ask for quantity pricing on both items above

---

**D-58430 5” Switchable D/A Sander**
This high quality Dual Action (D/A) sander can be switched from D/A to rotary action. It features a trigger lock, long handle, and padded housing for easy two-handed use and better control. We have this item custom-made and shipped with the right thickness and density hook & loop (“Velcro®”) pad for quick abrasive disk replacement. You can also order this sander with the self-adhesive type pad.

$405.00

**D-54325 5” Replacement Pads**
*(hook & loop, for D-58415 above)*
Sold in standard packs of 10 pads - $170.20

---

*To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747*
**A1-DMK Glue Pulling Kit**
A great way to pull dents when access to the backside of the panel is restricted. Kit includes the A1-DM Pistol Grip Puller (shown individually below), glue gun, three each of the A1-BE-GT glue tabs, and 10 glue sticks.

$254.00

**A1-G Glue Sticks**
These sticks are custom made for PDR glue pulling. They are shipped in standard packs of 10.

$24.95 (pack of 10 sticks)

**A1-DM Pistol Grip Puller**
We’ve found this tool to have superior control when compared to slide hammer pullers when using glue tabs.

$154.00

**TEC 820-12 Glue Gun**
This high-quality variable-temperature gun operates on 110 VAC.

$112.00

**A1-BE-GT Glue Tabs**
These reusable green-colored tabs work great for the majority of glue pulling jobs. Shipped in pack of 10.

A1-BE-GTD ........ Dime Size ........ 16 mm
A1-BE-GTN ........ Nickel Size ........ 21 mm
A1-BE-GTQ ........ Quarter Size ........ 27 mm
A1-BE-GTH ..... Half Dollar Size ...... 32 mm

$21.95 (pack of 10)

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
A1-HS Hood Stand
This quality stand provides a secure way to hold hoods and other body panels while performing PDR repairs.

$185.00

Folds flat for storage.

RR 1/4” Rope Tiedowns
For use with the A1-HS stand above. A great and fast way to secure a body panel to the hood stand. Use a minimum of two per body panel. Shipped in standard pack of 12 tiedowns.

$86.64

A1-LS-1 PDR Light
This end-pivot light is the most economical PDR light. 110 VAC.

$190.00

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
A1-12T-L 12V Suction Mount PDR Light
With its easy-pump suction cup, this handy 12VDC light can be mounted almost anywhere it's needed. Use with SPC-12V to run it on AC.

$132.00

A1-FC Fog Cover for A1-12T-L (not shown)
We highly recommend this “fog cover” for the 12V light above to make it easier to find the tool when performing PDR work.

$15.00

SPC-12V AC Adaptor
Converts standard 110VAC to 12VDC for A1-12T-L above.

$20.00

A1-SC-7 Suction Cup Leverage Strap
This handy easy-pump suction cup strap can be quickly and easily mounted on roof panels or anywhere that you need a fulcrum for using PDR tools.

$54.00

A1-DS-7 Door Leverage Strap
Place this tool in the door jamb and close the door. You instantly have a fulcrum point for performing PDR work on roof panels, quarter panels, and doors.

$20.00

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
PDR & Metal Finishing Tools

A1-CS-50 Company PDR Tool Set

This set includes 50 of the most popular ultra-thin bars and whale-tails.

$1095.00

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747
PDR & Metal Finishing Tools

New!

Custom Designed Extra-Long Tools w/Adjustable Handle for Pickup Truck Beds

#IQL - 9'2" length
#IQS - 7'6" length
#IQW - 5' length

IQL ............... $429.00
IQS ............... $400.00
IQW ............... $314.00

Shaved Super-Flexible PDR Tools

IQ69 ............... $107.00
IQ106 .......... $114.00
IQ68 ............... $129.00

#IQ69: 20"x1/4", 75° flag, 16" flex section
#IQ106: 28"x1/4", 80° 1 3/4" flag, 16" flex section
#IQ68: 36"x1/4", 75° 2 1/8" flag, 24" flex section

To place order, call IQ Learning Systems TOLL FREE: 1-800-597-9747